Gag-Dependent Enrichment of HIV-1 RNA near the Uropod Membrane of Polarized T Cells
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The enrichment of HIV-1 macromolecules at the uropod of polarized T cells can significantly promote virus assembly and cell-mediated infection. Using live-cell fluorescence microscopy, we demonstrate that full-length HIV-1 RNA is enriched at the uropod membrane; furthermore, the presence of HIV-1 Gag containing a functional nucleocapsid domain is necessary for this HIV-1 RNA enrichment. The results from these studies provide novel insights into the mechanism of HIV-1 replication in polarized T cells.

Most in vivo HIV-1 infection events occur in lymphoid tissues that contain densely packed CD4+ T cells. The majority of T cells within lymph nodes are polarized, with the leading edge enriched in β-actin and cytokine-detecting membrane proteins and with the uropod enriched in adhesion receptor molecules such as ICAM-1, -2, and -3, CD44, CD43, and PSGL-1 (1–4). In addition to cell-free infection, HIV-1 can also be transmitted from one infected cell to a target cell via a structure termed the virological synapse (5–9). Not only is the uropod more likely to form virological synapses than the leading edge, but the presence of the uropod can promote synapse formation (10). Interestingly, HIV-1 Gag and Env have been observed to be enriched in the membrane region of the uropod; furthermore, recent studies have concluded that HIV-1 assembly preferentially occurs at the uropod (10, 11). As the uropod promotes cell-cell transmission, the preferential localization of Gag at the uropod can facilitate viral spread in vivo. Currently, there are many unanswered questions regarding HIV-1 biology in polarized T cells. For example, does HIV-1 RNA target to the uropod region? Certain cellular mRNAs have been shown to distribute unevenly in polarized cells and are enriched in regions in which the encoded proteins are needed (12–18). For example, β-actin mRNA has been demonstrated to be enriched at the leading edge of fibroblast cells, where actin filaments are needed for forward movement of the cell (12–14). Similarly, the seven mRNAs that encode the actin-polymerization nucleator Arp2/3 complex, which is required for actin assembly, are also enriched at the leading protrusions of fibroblasts (18). Because HIV-1 Gag has been observed to be enriched at the uropod membrane, we sought to determine whether HIV-1 full-length RNA is unevenly distributed in polarized T cells and, if so, whether it is enriched at the uropod membrane.

Subcellular distribution of HIV-1 RNA in polarized T cells. To determine the distribution of full-length HIV-1 RNA in polarized T cells, we visualized the RNA using a fluorescent protein tag fused to an RNA-binding protein that specifically recognizes sequences engineered into the HIV-1 genome (19). The general structure of the modified HIV-1 genome is shown in Fig. 1A; briefly, GagBSL-BCherry contains stem-loop sequences (BSL) recognized by BglG, an Escherichia coli RNA-binding protein (20). Additionally, this construct expresses a Gag fused with cerulean fluorescence protein (CeFP) and a Bgl-mCherry fusion protein; translation of the latter is directed by an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) from encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) (21). We have previously shown that Bgl-mCherry expressed in trans can specifically and efficiently label HIV-1 RNA containing BSL sequences (19). In the current study, GagBSL-BCherry was introduced into the P2 T cell line (a kind gift from Akira Ono, University of Michigan) (10) by nucleofection; after 17 h, the cells were stained with a mouse antibody (BD Biosciences) against human CD43, a uropod marker, and then stained with an Alexa Fluor 514-labeled goat anti-mouse antibody (Invitrogen). Images were then captured using a Nikon fluorescence microscope. As shown in a set of representative images (Fig. 2A), HIV-1 Gag proteins, detected by CeFP signals, are enriched near the uropod membrane; because the Bgl-mCherry harbors a nuclear localization signal (NLS), proteins not bound to viral RNA are enriched in the nucleus, generating an intense red signal. To verify that the Bgl-mCherry signals enriched near the uropod membrane are from labeled HIV-1 RNA, we examined the distribution of the signals in P2 T cells from an HIV-1 genome, GagNoSL-BCherry (Fig. 1B), that lacks BSL sequences recognized by Bgl-mCherry but otherwise has a structure similar to that of GagBSL-BCherry. As shown in Fig. 2B, the Gag signals are enriched in the uropod membrane, whereas the Bgl-mCherry signals localize to the nuclear region. These results demonstrate that the mCherry signals detected near the uropod membrane in GagBSL-BCherry (Fig. 2A) are mediated by Bgl-mCherry binding to the BSL sequences in the viral RNA.

To quantify the enrichment of Gag and viral RNA at the uropod membrane, we measured the average signal intensity per pixel around the uropod membrane (U) as defined by CD43 staining and the average signal intensity per pixel for the rest of the
cytoplasm and plasma membrane (R) using Element software (Nikon). We then calculated the level of enhancement of the signal around the uropod membrane by dividing the U value by the R value (U/R ratio). If the Gag or RNA signals are distributed evenly throughout the cytoplasm and plasma membrane, including the uropod, the U/R ratio should be close to 1. In contrast, if the signals are enriched near the uropod membrane of the transfected cells, then the ratio should be much greater than 1. In Fig. 2C, we have summarized results from 60 cells expressing GagBSL-BCherry collected from seven independent experiments; the y axis value represents the number of cells whereas the x axis value represents the U/R ratio, which indicates the signals localized around the uropod membrane (CD43-associated) versus signals localized elsewhere in the cytoplasm and plasma membrane (non-CD43-associated). The GagCeFP signals were enriched near the uropod membrane in all 60 cells, with the U/R ratio ranging from 1.4 to 8. RNA signals in the majority of the cells were also enriched near the uropod membrane; 48 of 60 cells had U/R ratios of more than 1, whereas 12 of 60 cells had U/R ratios of less than 1 ($P = 0.0001$; Chi-square test), although the U/R ratios of the RNA signals were lower than those of the Gag signals. As a significant cytoplasmic mCherry signal was not detected in the GagNoSL-BCherry-expressing cells, only the distribution of the Gag U/R ratio is summarized in Fig. 2D. Our analyses showed that the CeFP signal distributions are similar for GagBSL-BCherry and GagNoSL-BCherry (Fig. 2C and D).

The role of Gag in the enrichment of HIV-1 full-length RNA at the uropod membrane. We envision two possible scenarios regarding the relationship between HIV-1 Gag and RNA enrichment near the uropod membrane. Gag and HIV-1 RNA may be independently targeted to the uropod; alternatively, HIV-1 RNA...
The distributions of Gag and RNA signals summarized from 5 experiments expressing NoGagBSL-BCherry (A) or GagLZBSL-BCherry (C). (B and D) The distributions of Gag and RNA signals from GagLZBSL-BCherry-expressing cells and found that the Gag signals, but not the RNA signals, were enriched near the uropod membrane (Fig. 3C). Quantitative results summarized from 57 cells collected from eight experiments are shown in Fig. 3D, indicating that in all 57 cells the HIV-1 RNA signals were not enriched near the uropod membrane. These results are significantly different from the results from the RNA signals shown in Fig. 2C ($P < 0.00000001$, Chi-square test). Therefore, the enrichment of HIV-1 RNA at the uropod membrane is dependent upon the presence of Gag proteins that can recognize and package the RNA genome.

The enrichment of HIV-1 RNA at the uropod and its implications. Polarized T cells not only constitute a majority of HIV-1 target cells in vivo but also play a critical role in the spread of HIV-1 via cell-to-cell infection. Therefore, determining the mechanisms of HIV-1 macromolecule trafficking in polarized T cells is crucial to understanding HIV-1 replication in these key target cells. In this report, we studied the subcellular distribution of the HIV-1 RNA genome in polarized T cells and found that full-length RNAs are enriched near the uropod plasma membrane. In contrast to the direct RNA targeting mechanism used by certain cellular mRNAs, HIV-1 RNA enrichment is dependent on Gag and its ability to interact with the full-length RNA. These results indicate that HIV-1 RNA is enriched during the process of virus assembly. We speculate that HIV-1 Gag interacts with the RNA genome in the cytoplasm prior to membrane targeting, as cytoplasmic Gag-RNA associations have been shown or suggested by other groups (26, 27). These studies provide additional molecular insights into the preferential assembly of HIV-1 virions at the uropod of polarized T cells. As the Gag-enriched uropod is more likely to form a virological synapse than regions at the leading edge, such targeting facilitates cell-mediated infection and virus spread in vivo.
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